
9 plays including prize winners and nominees
Over 16 hours of listening on 20 CDs

Over $250 worth of CDs for only $49.95

Order Now at LATW.org

Eleanor Tomlinson in A Room With a View by E.M. Forster, adapted by Kate McAll.
Die Momme Die
by Charles Busch
Angela Arden wants to be free of her suffocating marriage to film producer Sol Sussman. What better way than poison! Distraught by her father's death and convinced of her mother's guilt, Edith Sussman plots to get the truth out of Angela using any means necessary. Charles Busch stars in the role he originated in this camp sendup where tongues aren't the only thing dipped in acid. With original music and songs by Lewis Flinn.
Performed by Charles Busch, Mark Capri, Willie Garson, Ellis Greer, Jeffery Self, Ruth Williamson
$29.95 2 CDs ISBN 978 168266 0973 Order Quantity: ___

Henrik Ibsen's
Hedda Gabler
English version by Doug Hughes
Hedda and George have just returned from their honeymoon, but when her former lover Eilert appears with a brilliant new manuscript, Hedda's desperate dissatisfaction with her life and George's hopes for a professorship are dimmed. Eilert's arrival brings George a new perspective and Hedda's desire to outwit her relations and assure herself a gilded future. Hedda's desperate dissatisfaction with her life leads to dangerous choices in this startling portrait of a woman hell-bent on destruction.
Performed by Josh Bitton, JD Cullum, Gregory Harrison, Shannon Holt, Elizabeth Ruscio, Jocelyn Towne, Karen Malina White
$29.95 2 CDs ISBN 978 168266 0997 Order Quantity: ___

Hold These Truths
by Jeanne Sakata
During WWII in Seattle, University of Washington student Gordon Hirabayashi fights the US government's orders to forcibly remove and incarcerate all people of Japanese ancestry on the West Coast. As he struggles to reconcile his country's betrayal with his passionate belief in the US Constitution, Gordon begins a 50-year journey toward a greater understanding of America's triumphs — and a confrontation with its failures.
Performed by Ryan Yu, Matthew Floyd Miller, Suzy Nakamura, Matt Walker, Greg Watanabe
$29.95 2 CDs ISBN 978 168266 0911 Order Quantity: ___

The Little Foxes
by Lillian Hellman
A scathing examination of a wealthy southern family and the greed that tears them apart. Regina's brothers have inherited their father's wealth, while after years of neglect, her dying husband is determined to see she gets nothing. It will take every ounce of her ruthless guile to outwit her relations and assure herself a gilded future.
Performed by Will Brittain, Tim DeKay, Heidi Dippold, Jamie Harris, Jared Harris, Larry Powell, Molly C. Quinn, Albie Selznick, Joanne Whalley, Karen Malina White
$29.95 2 CDs ISBN 978 168266 0836 Order Quantity: ___

A Room With a View
by E.M. Forster
Adapted by Kate McAll
An encounter in Florence and an offer to exchange rooms brings George Emerson to the attention of Lucy Honeychurch. Their flirtation is cut short by Lucy's chaperone, but when they meet again back home in England, Lucy must negotiate the demands of her station with the desires of her heart.
Performed by Rosalind Ayres, Edita Brychta, Alastair James Murden, Moira Quirk, Darren Scully, Mark Jude Sullivan, Matthew Wolf
$29.95 3 CDs ISBN 978 168266 0835 Order Quantity: ___
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